In this essay I evoke ghostly remnants of my choreographic research practices 1 facilitated via a series of global interdisciplinary collaborations in Hawaii 2 and California 3 bridging Māori cosmologies and epistemological frame works with intercultural collectives 4 . Reconstructing diary, email and interview 1 Cultural interventions within community spaces of exchange such as public singing lessons, group visits to sites, performative explorations, community sleepovers.
material 5 offers a unique creative insight into contemporary Maori performing art practices, re-experiencing the presentness of time, as intimately informed by an erased other, where the former recipient now becomes the medium, the ghost reader. This essay mirrors the creative processes, tracing moments, already lived, to dance the intangible spirit across leylines of transitional space 6 .
Hawaii
In 2013, I facilitated 'Te Reinga' a cross cultural performance collaboration at the Bernice Pauahi Bishop Museum in Honolulu, Hawaii 7 . My intention was to acknowledge Hawaii as ancestral home for ancient Polynesian voyagers, and Maori, by noticing they also have their own reinga, or leina too 8 . Te Rerenga Wairua, Cape Reinga, the northernmost tip of Aotearoa, New Zealand, is celebrated as a site of spiritual departure for the Maori. Tribal legends convey spirits of recently deceased, travel leylines wrapping across the country, to leap off the islands tip, the tail of the Fish of Maui 9 , down roots of an ancient pohutukawa tree at the side, heading out to the horizon, between the Pacific Ocean and the Tasman Sea towards far flung Hawaiiki 10 . In this place, these hemispheres 5 I have used my emails as a source material to reflect the nature of fragmentary knowledge and cultural revitalisation, a major part of the Whare Tapere as a research archive 6 Local Maori tribes hold various sources of story that relate to Cape Reinga or Rerenga Wairua as a spiritual highway. These leylines are echoed throughout the world, in places I have travelled such as Hawaii and New Mexico. Maui is a Polynesian demi-god figure, who was credited with fishing up the North Island of New Zealand, known by its Maori name, Te Ika a Maui.
10
Hawaiiki is the oral tradition name for the ancestors former home, today the term could possibly refer to the Pacific Islands as well as the American continent of two waters, also known as wairua, or spirit, show convergences of both life and death. In an interview with Hawaii Public Radio I speak about daily livingness and how we honour spirit through dance:
We 
